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Abstract. In this paper, an approach is presented to incorporate prob-

lem specic knowledge into a genetic algorithm which is used to compute
near-optimum solutions to traveling salesman problems (TSP). The approach is based on using a tour construction heuristic for generating the
initial population, a tour improvement heuristic for nding local optima
in a given TSP search space, and new genetic operators for eectively
searching the space of local optima in order to nd the global optimum.
The quality and eciency of solutions obtained for a set of TSP instances
containing between 318 and 1400 cities are presented.

1 Introduction
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a well-known NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problem 15] in which a salesman tries to nd the shortest closed
tour to visit a set of cities under the condition that each city is visited exactly once. Since the computation times for nding optimal solutions grow exponentially with , many heuristic approaches have been proposed in order to
compute near-optimum solutions in reasonable time. Among these are special
purpose heuristics applicable only to the TSP and general methods useful in
a variety of optimization problems, such as simulated annealing 14], threshold
accepting 3] and genetic algorithms 5]. In many cases, the search e ciency of
the general methods is strongly increased when some form of domain knowledge
about the TSP is provided to them.
In this paper, we present means of incorporating TSP domain knowledge into
a genetic algorithm (GA) and propose an approach in which local search (also
called local hill-climbing) techniques and GAs are combined. The basic idea of
the approach is to let the GA perform its search in the space of local minima
rather than in the search space of all feasible tours. New genetic operators which
are adapted to the properties of the local minima search space and which are thus
di erent from commonly known genetic operators for the TSP, will be presented
to realize the approach.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews proposals for integrating
TSP domain knowledge into a GA. Section 3 presents the new GA approach for
solving the TSP. Section 4 presents computational results. Section 5 concludes
the paper and outlines areas for future research.
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2 Incorporating TSP Domain Knowledge into GAs
Many studies have indicated that pure GA approaches are outperformed by the
conventional heuristics developed for the TSP, particularly when the problem size
increases. The desire to improve the performance of GAs in TSP applications
has motivated several researchers to build additional heuristic elements into
GAs 21, 27]. The main possibilities to augment GAs with such heuristics are as
follows:
{ Instead of generating random tours which form the individuals of the initial
population of a GA, it is possible to use a tour construction heuristic, such
as the nearest neighbor (NN) heuristic or various insertion heuristics 15, 24].
Since an entire population has to be created, the heuristic in use must be
able to produce di erent tours. For example, the nearest neighbor heuristic
allows to construct di erent tours, where is the number of cities each
city can act as the starting point for the heuristic.
{ Genetic recombination o ers a large potential for using heuristic elements.
For example, instead of determining new edges for producing a valid o spring
in the crossover operator on a purely random basis, it might be desirable to
prefer short edges. It is also possible to replace mutation by one of the
well-known tour improvement heuristics such as 2-opt, 3-opt 16] or the LinKernighan (LK) heuristic 17]. Independent of mutation, tour improvement
heuristics may alternatively be applied to some or all individuals of the
current population.
{ Tour improvement heuristics can also be used for postprocessing: the resulting population or just the best individual may be the target of an additional
run of a tour improvement algorithm.
Fig. 1 summarizes the possibilities of incorporating TSP heuristics into a GA
by showing a general \template" for constructing such a heuristic GA.
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Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Step 8:
Step 9:
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create the initial population by a tour construction heuristic.
apply a tour improvement heuristic to initial population.
selection: select parents for mating.
recombination: perform heuristic crossover.
apply a tour improvement heuristic to ospring.
mutation: mutate individuals with a given probability.
replacement: replace some parents with new osprings.
if not converged go to Step 3.
perform postprocessing by applying a tour improvement heuristic

Fig. 1. A heuristic GA template
Although the integration of TSP domain knowledge into GAs according to
Fig. 1 seems to be a promising approach, several previous attempts to use TSP
heuristics at particular steps of the template were rather discouraging. For example, Grefenstette 9] used a heuristic crossover and got solutions as far as 25%

above the optimum for a 50-cities TSP. In 8] he reports results of experiments
with tour construction heuristics for generating the initial population as well
as using a heuristic crossover and local hill-climbing as the mutation operator.
These results were better than corresponding ones obtained with \blind" genetic
search, but still worse than those produced by a simple 2-opt tour improvement
heuristic. Suh and van Gucht 25] have applied 2-opt to some individuals of a GA
population and reached a quality of 1.73% above the optimum for a 100-cities
problem. In 11], Jog, Suh and van Gucht present better solutions for the same
100-cities problem: using 2-opt and Or-opt 15] as the tour improvement operator leads to a quality of 1.37% above the optimum on the average. However, the
results obtained with these heuristic GA approaches are still rather poor when
compared to conventional heuristics. For example, a nearest neighbor heuristic combined with a 2-opt improvement algorithm (implemented as part of our
work) applied to same 100-cities instance as the one mentioned above is able to
nd a tour with a better quality (0.50% above the optimum) than the average
quality of all heuristic GA approaches mentioned.
In 29], Whitley et al. show that their edge recombination crossover allows to
solve a 30-cities problem to optimality and is superior to other \blind" recombination operators such as PMX, cycle and order crossover. The edge recombination operator has subsequently been improved by Mathias and Whitley 18] who
called their enhanced versions edge-2 and edge-3 edge-3 is superior to edge-2 and
designed for larger TSP instances. The value obtained by using edge-3 in the
532-cities problem of Padberg and Rinaldi 22] has been reported to be 28979
(4.67%) on the average and 28752 (3.85%) as the best solution 18]. A modied version of edge-2, called edge-NN, has been shown by Tang and Leung 26]
to be slightly superior to edge-3. Edge-NN incorporates greedy choices into the
recombination step and additionally improves individuals by 2{ and 3-changes.
The tour lengths that have been achieved by edge-NN for the 532-cities problem
are 27949 (0.95%) as the shortest tour and 28255 (2.06%) as the average value.
Muhlenbein 19, 21] has developed a parallel GA which is quite di erent to
the ones described above. In this GA, each individual can be seen as an active
entity which chooses itself a partner for mating and improves during its lifetime
(i.e. local hill-climbing is performed). A new crossover operator, called MPX
(maximum preservative crossover), has been proposed for recombination. The
population structure also di ers from the one of a traditional GA, as described
by Gorges-Schleuter 6, 7]. In this approach, the improvement rate is set to 1,
hence all individuals are local minima the tour improvement operator is 2-opt.
Compared to the above results, the solutions are much better: for the 532-cities
problem a best tour length of 0.10% and an average tour length of 0.19% above
the optimum has been obtained 6]. Mathias and Whitley 18] have shown that
MPX is the most suitable crossover for the TSP, since it outperforms edge-3
and several others. Ulder et al. 27] have modied the parallel GA of Muhlenbein by replacing 2-opt with the LK heuristic, which is known to be the best
improvement heuristic for the TSP. Not surprisingly, the results are better than
those obtained using 2-opt. For the 532-cities instance an average tour length of

0.17% above the optimum has been found.
Homaifar et al. 10] recently developed another crossover for the TSP, called
matrix crossover. Using 2-opt as the improvement operator, their GA is able to
nd tours up to 1.96% above the optimum in case of a 318-cities problem.
The probably most e ective approach to the TSP is the one proposed by
Johnson 12, 13]. His Iterated Lin-Kernighan heuristic (ILK) works as follows: a
locally optimal solution produced by LK is slightly mutated by a random nonsequential 4-change 17] and LK is applied again to the modied solution. This
is repeated until the results are satisfactory. Although ILK has recently been
regarded by Johnson as a \genetic" approach 13], we do not refer to ILK as a GA
since the key concepts of GAs, a population of individuals and recombination of
(parts of) several individuals, are missing. In ILK, a single individual rather than
a population of individuals is considered at each iteration step. Nevertheless, the
results obtained by ILK for many TSP instances are truly impressive.

3 A New Approach
The above results indicate that the use of improvement operators within a GA
seems to be the only way to obtain results comparable to conventional local
search techniques. In 20], Muhlenbein justies his genetic local search approach
by a conguration space analysis of the TSP. From his observations he concludes
that edges of best 2-opt tours are most likely also contained in other 2-opt tours
and that by combining two good tours the probability of obtaining a still better
tour is higher than by combining two arbitrary 2-opt tours. We believe that this
also holds for tours produced by other improvement heuristics, such as 3-opt or
LK. In support of this claim, Boese 1, 2] argues that the cost surfaces of TSPs
exhibit a \big valley" structure, i.e. the optimum lies near the center of a single
valley of near-optimal solutions.
A GA which is specically designed to search within the space of local optima
instead of the set of feasible solutions di ers in some respects from a standard
GA. In a standard GA, the crossover is aimed at preserving most of the information contained in the parents. Since in a local search GA the o spring produced
by the crossover operator is subsequently modied by an improvement heuristic,
this aim may be disadvantageous. If the two parents are too similar, the GA may
fail to produce a new o spring, since after local improvement the o spring may
become identical to one of the parents. The probability of getting an identical
o spring increases for more e ective local search methods like 3-opt or LK.
To estimate the similarity of two individuals, we need a metric for dening
distances between tours. Most operations on tours are performed on the edges
of the tour, so it is straightforward to dene the distance between two tours as
the number of edges in which the two tours di er. If this distance between two
individuals is zero, then these two individuals are said to be identical, because
all edges of the rst can be found in the second. This distance is also used in
1, 2, 20]. It can be seen as a counterpart to the Hamming distance for bitstrings.

It is easy to see that the smaller the distance between two parents, the higher
the probability of falling back in one of the two local minima. Therefore, the new
crossover operator presented in the following produces an o spring by preserving the distance between tours rather keeping the number of newly introduced
edges to a minimum. The proposed operator, called DPX (distance preserving
crossover), tries to generate an o spring that has equal distance to both of its
parents, i.e. its aim is to achieve that the three distances between o spring and
parent 1, o spring and parent 2, and parent 1 and parent 2 are identical. It
works as follows: the content of the rst parent is copied to the o spring and all
edges that are not in common with the other parent are deleted. The resulting
parts of the broken tour are reconnected without using the non-shared edges
of the parents. A greedy reconnection procedure is employed to achieve this: if
the edge ( ) has been destroyed, the nearest available neighbor of among
the remaining tour fragments is taken and the edge ( ) is added to the tour,
provided that ( ) is not contained in the two parents. In order to illustrate the
DPX operator, let us consider an example.
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Fig. 2. The DPX crossover
Suppose that the two parents shown in Fig. 2 are given, then copying parent 1
to the o spring and deleting the edges not contained in both parents leads to the
tour fragments 5 3 9 - 1 2 - 8 - 0 6 - 7 - 4. The greedy reconnection procedure xes
the broken connections by producing the o spring shown in Fig. 2 as follows.
First, a city is chosen randomly as the starting point for the reconnection. Let
us assume that the city to begin with is city 6, then the other endpoint (city 0)
of the fragment containing city 6 is considered and its nearest neighbor in the
set of available cities, f5,9,1,2,4g, is determined. The set of available cities only
contains the start and endpoints of not yet visited tour fragments. City 8 and
city 7 are not contained in this set, because it is not desirable to reinsert edge
(0 8) or edge (0 7), since they are contained in parent 1 or parent 2, respectively.
Let us assume that in the example the nearest neighbor to city 0 is city 5, so
city 0 is connected to city 5, and the end of the connected fragment (city 9)

is considered. At this point the set of available cities is f2,8,7g. The procedure
is repeated until all fragments have been reconnected. Note that the distance
between the o spring and both parent 1 and parent 2 is identical to the distance
between the two parents ( = 6), hence the name distance preserving crossover.
The entire GA using the DPX crossover is shown in Fig. 3.
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procedure TSP-GA
begin
initialize population with nearest-neighbor heuristic
foreach individual do Lin-Kernighan-Opt(individual)
repeat
for i:=0 to # of crossovers do

select two individuals randomly
DPXcrossover(mom, dad)
Lin-Kernighan-Opt(child)
with predened probability do mutation(child)
replace an individual in population by mutated child

end
until converged
end

Fig. 3. The GA

The initial population of tours is generated by a simple nearest-neighbor
tour construction heuristic, applied to di erent (randomly chosen) starting
points. Each individual of the initial population is then locally optimized by the
LK tour improvement heuristic. The recombination process starts with randomly
selecting two individuals, performing the DPX crossover as described above, and
applying the LK heuristic to the produced o spring to again obtain a locally
optimal tour. With a predened probability, this tour is then mutated by a
random non-sequential 4-change 17], followed by a run of the LK heuristic to
transform the mutated tour into a local minimum. The resulting tour nally
replaces an individual of the current population before the next iteration of the
algorithm is executed.
The non-sequential 4-change as the mutation operator can be seen as a random transformation of a tour into a tour with the property that the distance
between and is 4. The 4-change has been selected, because it is the smallest possible non-sequential change and it does not go too far away from a good
solution LK performs only sequential changes, i.e. the endpoint of a removed
edge is the startpoint of a newly inserted edge, and the chance to eliminate the
e ect of the 4-change by two or more LK runs is low.
The replacement scheme is important to maintain a su cient degree of diversity within the population, which in turn is required to avoid premature convergence of the GA. In an environment where the search space of local optima
is investigated, the problem of premature convergence is even more severe. Our
replacement scheme to maintain population diversity works as follows. First,
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the individual of the current population which is most similar (in terms of the
distance) to the o spring to be included is identied. If the distance between
them is below a predened small threshold, that individual is replaced by the
new o spring, unless that individual is the currently best individual in which
case it is only replaced when the new o spring has a higher tness otherwise
the individual with the worst tness in the current population will be replaced.
The motivation for the individual actions performed by our approach shown
in Fig. 3 can be explained as follows. The GA investigates the search space of
local optima by \jumping" from one local optimum to another, with the hope to
nd still better local minima until the global minimum is reached. The di culty
is to jump far enough away to leave the basin of attraction of the current local
minimum, but not too far to possibly miss the optimum which is expected to be
somewhere near the current local minimum (see Fig. 4).

Tour length

too far

not far enough

global minimum
TSP Search Space

Fig. 4. Illustration of jumps within the search space of local minima
In our approach, the two entities responsible for providing the GA with the
\jumping" capability are the DPX crossover and the mutation operator. Since
the direction of a jump is determined by the particular edges removed/reinserted,
our mutation operator performs a jump with constant distance and random
direction, while the DPX performs a jump with variable distance and guided
direction. The direction of a jump performed by the DPX is guided in the sense
that it removes edges that most probably are not part of the optimal tour, and
it selects edges for reinsertion that are not contained in the two near-optimum
individuals acting as the parents.

4 Implementation and Results
The proposed approach has been implemented in C++ on a DEC-Alphastation
3000/300X (175 MHz) under OSF/1. Our implementation of the GA operators
is based on Wall's GALIB library (Version 2.3.2) 28]. In Table 1 the results
obtained in our experiments are shown. The TSP instances investigated were
taken from the TSPLIB 23] (the numbers in the abbreviations indicate the
number of cities). The shortest tours are known for all of them, thus the third
and the fourth columns indicate the deviation from the optimum in percent.
For each of the problem instances, 10 independent runs were performed. In the

experiments, the following parameters were used: (a) population size: 20, (b)
crossover rate: 0.5 (i.e. 10 new o springs per generation), and (c) mutation rate:
0.3 (i.e. 30% of the population per generation are mutated). The experiments
were stopped after 200 (lin318: 100) generations.
instance optimum
lin318
42029
att532
27686
rat783
8806
pcb1173
56892
1400
20127

Results

best(quality) average(quality) t(hh:mm:ss)
42029 (0.00%) 42029.0 (0.00%)
00:34:14
27686 (0.00%) 27693.7 (0.03%)
03:16:20
8806 (0.00%) 8807.3 (0.01%)
05:53:30
56893 (0.00%) 56894.7 (0.01%)
20:05:20
20127 (0.00%) 20129.5 (0.01%)
57:53:39
Table 1. The results of the proposed GA

The results shown in Table 1 demonstrate that the proposed approach is
capable of producing high quality solutions for each of the TSP instances investigated. Our results are qualitatively superior to any of the results obtained
by all other GA approaches known to us and comparable to the best non-GA
approaches such as ILK for example, the average quality produced by ILK for
att532 13] is slighly worse, but its runtimes are signicantly better than ours.
Actually, ILK may be regarded as a special case of our approach, since it is
obtained by setting the population size and the mutation rate to 1 and the
crossover rate to 0.
For all the instances the optimal solutions have been found with the proposed
approach, except for the instance pcb1173. In this case, the best obtained tour
was only slightly longer than the optimum (56893 vs. 56892) the percentage
value given in the third column of Table 1 has been rounded. The average quality
shows for all instances that the best solutions were found in the majority of runs.
In addition to the information shown in Table 1, it is interesting to consider
the increase of quality when executing the individual steps of the proposed GA.
The length of the best tour generated by the nearest neighbor tour construction
heuristic is usually around 20% above the optimum and takes up to 12 seconds
(for 1400) to compute. The subsequent use of the LK improvement heuristic
yields solutions which are at best between 2% and 3% above the optimum, with
computation times ranging between 1 second (for lin318) and 68 seconds (for
1400). Thus, the GA is responsible for the smallest but hardest part of the
optimization process, namely contributing the remaining quality improvements
to reach the values shown in Table 1.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, an approach has been presented to incorporate domain knowledge
into a genetic algorithm which is supposed to compute near-optimum solutions
to the traveling salesman problem (TSP). The approach is based on the use of

a tour construction heuristic for generating the initial population of the GA, a
tour improvement heuristic for nding local optima in the TSP search space,
and new genetic operators for e ciently searching the space of local optima in
order to nd the global optimum. The feasibility of the proposed approach has
been demonstrated by presenting performance results for a number of TSP instances containing between 318 and 1400 cities. The results are superior to those
produced by other GA approaches described in the literature and comparable
to the best non-GA approaches.
There are several issues for future research. For example, the e ciency of the
implementation must be increased to reduce the computation times in particular
our implementation of the Lin-Kernighan heuristic is a target for improvement,
and a parallel version of the whole approach would be desirable. The results of
Johnson 13] indicate that additional implementation optimizations can reduce
the runtimes drastically. Furthermore, additional tests of the proposed algorithm
on other possibly more complex or asymmetric TSP instances 4] and comprehensive comparisons with other (possibly non-GA) approaches, in particular the
ILK heuristic, are required to provide a detailed assessment of the merits of the
proposed approach.
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